Online Drug Waste Management System

A revolutionary system for the proper identification, handling, transportation and disposal of hazardous drug waste.

Healthcare Facilities – LTC – Dr.’s Offices – Veterinary - Pharmacy

National Pharmaceutical Returns has been providing the Healthcare industry with drug waste solutions nationally since 1995.

www.npreturns.com
Making drug waste compliance easy and affordable

Generally 5% of the average drug inventory is considered hazardous waste by the EPA. Those drugs must be handled, managed, transported and disposed of as hazardous waste. QuickHAZ™ provides the below tools necessary for your facility to be in compliance with the EPA and DOT.

It’s easy to get started. Go to www.pwaste.com to create an account. The yearly subscription fee is based off of the number of drugs you want to evaluate in your inventory. Carefully review the Terms Of Use when registering your account. Thank you for considering PTI for your drug waste needs.

Enter your inventory
Scan by UPC, enter by NDC or search by product name. Add and delete from the inventory as needed to reflect your current inventory. An accurate ongoing inventory is the first step in compliance.

Print Reports
Reports include DOT Class and EPA Waste Codes of your inventory. Archived reports include P-Listed Weight Accumulation and Shipping History. Reports are useful during regulatory audits (EPA, DOT, State) and when shipping waste.

Calculate P-Listed Weight
It is important for CESQG’s to generate less than 1 KG of P-Listed (acute) waste. This feature allows you to log the amount of acute waste generated by your facility and the start to end accumulation dates.

Document Generator Status
When audited by the EPA it is important to demonstrate how you’ve determined your generator status. This is especially true for CESQG’s. This report shows the total acute waste generated and in what time periods.

Send email shipping requests
Simply select the drugs from your inventory you want to ship and press a button. An email will be sent to your designated waste vendor of the drugs you are sending them along with their hazard information.

Receive email alerts
Your inventory is monitored 24/7. You will be notified if there has been a regulatory change on the drug waste classification in your inventory. This ensures your inventory is always up to date with the most current information.

Customize bin colors
When segregating waste prior to transport, it’s helpful to use color coded bins. This feature allows you to custom select your bin colors for the various DOT Shipping Classes. Providing this type of visual reference can reduce shipping errors.

Database Updates
Re-evaluate your entire formulary with the touch of a button. All drugs are then classified with the most current information available. This ensures that your drug classifications are current.

Disposal Vendor Discounts
PTI has partnered with disposal vendors that service your area. Take advantage of these discounts to save money.

Accuracy
PTI specializes in hazardous waste classifications and are experts in the industry. Join the many healthcare facilities that utilize PTI services.

Sign Up Today
www.npreturns.com